
COST INFORMATION FOR DECISION MAKING

The cost information system plays an important role in every organization within the decision-making process. An
important task of management is to ensure the.

You can then determine the cost per unit, and compare this to your company's cost per unit. Often,
small-business owners do not realize how expensive production can be, and only turn to costing techniques
when trouble is on the horizon. About the Author John Freedman's articles specialize in management and
financial responsibility. Costing systems that treat costs in this manner are known as absorption, traditional, or
full-cost costing systems. Allocated costs. Probably not. Opportunity costs: Any cash inflows that will be
forfeited as a result of the decision are relevant costs. Costs fall into the following categories: Future costs:
Any future cash expense that is different for each alternative and will be incurred as a result of the decision is
a relevant cost. His career includes public company auditing and work with the campus recruiting team for his
alma mater. There is no cause-and-effect between the creation of one additional unit of production and the
incurrence of additional overhead. You can help correct errors and omissions. The cost was incurred in the
past for some reason which is no longer relevant. For example, variable costing systems seek to stabilize net
income with regard to changes in production levels, so they do not assign all manufacturing costs to products.
Of course not. The only data you need when making managerial decisions are the figures for relevant costs.
Analyze decisions involving joint costs. Only a few costs can actually be dropped without causing any
short-term harm to an organization. This allows to link your profile to this item. Analyzing the costs related to
any decision is at the heart of the management process. You can help adding them by using this form.
However, Jon is considering two alternatives: 1 staying open until midnight or 2 staying open 24 hours a day.
However, costs have different characteristics of importance. When requesting a correction, please mention this
item's handle: RePEc:rau:journl:vyip Other important business decisions are whether to source components
internally or have them brought in from outside, and whether to continue with operations if they appear
uneconomic. Overhead: The manufacturing overhead expenses are not incurred as a result of the order and are
irrelevant. This chapter will concentrate on quantitative decisions based on data expressed in monetary value
and relating to costs and revenues as measured by the management accountant. All of the cost concepts noted
here are critical elements of many types of management decisions. Those few costs that change somewhat
with activity are considered mixed costs. Structure of the chapter Often "information" is interpreted by
marketers as being "external" market based information. Management should understand the activity volumes
at which step costs can be incurred, so that it can manage around them - perhaps delaying sales or outsourcing
work, rather than incurring step costs. If so, it does not really have any cost, since its cost would have been
incurred anyways as a result of the production of the main product. Any costs which would be incurred
whether or not the decision is made are not said to be incremental to the decision. Example A company is
considering publishing a limited edition book bound in a special leather. GAAP requires that all
manufacturing costs are assigned to product, and that no non-manufacturing costs are assigned to products.
Companies in that situation can accept a lower price than normal in order to win a special order. Thus,
managers need to understand the impact of their decisions over a period of time when determining which costs
to cut back. Over the long-term, delaying these expenditures will eventually have a negative effect. By using a
costing technique called relevant cost analysis, the dairy's owner can determine what amount of processing is
the most profitable for the dairy.


